AMENDMENT TO RULES COMM. PRINT 118–10
OFFERED BY MR. GOLDMAN OF NEW YORK

At the end of subtitle C of title XII, add the following:

SEC. __. EVALUATION OF CAPACITY BUILDING FOR
UKRAINIAN INDIGENOUS MAINTENANCE, RE-
PAIR, AND TRAINING OF WESTERN DONATED
EQUIPMENT.

Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Defense shall assess the operational readiness rates of donated heavy equipment contributed to Ukraine by the United States or another member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and submit to the Committee on Armed Services of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate a report that contains the following:

(1) The functional equipment rates, non-mission capable downtimes, and major impediments to achieving readiness across all heavy weapons sets.

(2) A budget analysis of sustainment and repair of donated equipment in Ukraine as compared to in Poland and assess the budget impact of repairing non-functional and damaged equipment as opposed
to continuously replenishing Ukraine’s equipment losses with additional donations.

(3) An analysis of Ukraine’s military industrial base, the challenges associated with conducting the repair of donated equipment in Ukraine, and a determination of the requirements to indigenize western donated equipment in Ukraine, including sustainment and repair functions, repair parts supply chains, and training.